Things to Consider When Making Investment Decisions: Part 2
There are namely three significant considerations to be aware of when making investment
decisions:
1. Choosing an investment vehicle ideal for your specific personal tax situation
2. Considering investment fees
3. Choosing an investment advisor
It is important to select an investment vehicle appropriate for your personal tax situation
because dependent upon whether the account is non-qualified (post tax) or qualified (pretax),
you will find that investment earnings may be taxed differently. Be sure to do tax planning with
a licensed professional ahead of time to avoid unnecessary taxes. To give more perspective,
let’s begin by taking a look at a few investment vehicles ranging from insurance contracts
such as annuities to private placements such as oil and gas development investment.
Earnings from an annuity account may be tax deferred but will be treated as ordinary income
when withdrawn. With that in mind, it may be ideal for qualified funds that have not been
taxed because when funds are distributed at a later time, it will be considered as ordinary
income anyway. For non-qualified funds, it may be best to consider your income tax level
before deciding on any annuity distribution especially for high-income earners at time of
withdrawal. For investments such as REIT (real estate investment trust), dividends may not be
taxable on a yearly basis if cost segregation and depreciation is shared with all investors. REIT
may be an ideal option for investors who do not want to report earnings on a yearly basis to
due to high income taxes. As for other investments, – oil and gas development or conservation
easement investments – they may provide immediate tax deductions at the time of investment
which may be ideal for high-income earners seeking for income tax deductions with upside
potential.
Second, investors should take a look at investment fees keeping in mind that advisory fees
differ dependent upon the investment product and type. To illustrate, insurance products such
as life insurance and annuities may not have advisory fee requirement from the investors as the
adviser's compensation is built into the product. For other investment options that require
direct management by advisers – mutual funds and stocks – may have upfront advisory fee
requirement that may lower the original investment amount due to advisory fee being taken
out before investment begins. Also, it is important to note that some investment options such
as mutual funds may have high internal fees alongside the advisory fee. Additionally,
proprietary products and/or alternative investments that are not readily accessible to the

general public may be presented with higher advisory fees, so it is recommended to review
potential earnings of each investment option and its advisory fees in order to justify fees
associated with the potential earnings.
Lastly, there are several considerations when deciding on an investment adviser. It is important
to consider the adviser's areas of expertise and the types of services that they provide. If they
are a stock broker, they might only recommend stock trading options and if they are an
insurance agent, they may only recommend insurance products especially the ones without
variable insurance license may not even be allowed to present various investment options that
aren't fixed interest options. Considering the fact that each adviser represents a specific
company, as an employee of that company, there may be potential biases for company
products, it is important to see if the financial adviser has any ties to specific investment
company. If their respective company has a proprietary product with incentive or need, it is
likely that the adviser may include that in the recommended investment vehicles. On the other
hand, a broker with no ties to a particular insurance or investment company, may offer a wider
variety of options for a client.
With the above mentioned, it is paramount to see advisor specialties, the type of planning and
strategies provided before you move onto committing working with them. Other minute
preferences such as personality, communicative methods (i.e., phone, email, face-to-face
availability) aside from qualifications should be taken into forethought in order to meet the
most suitable investment adviser.

